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Unloading corn from a barge

This section shows how we use raw materials to
make our ingredients, what markets we operate
in and how we serve our customers.
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Creating volume

To create the hundreds of quality
ingredients our customers want, we
begin by processing large volumes
of raw materials from which we
create basic products that are either
sold on or used as the starting point
for developing speciality ingredients
and branded goods. Creating this
volume and operating large-scale,
efficient plants, allow us to keep unit
costs low across the business.

Sustainable sourcing

Ensuring we have a long-term,
reliable supply of corn and cane
sugar for our plants is essential.
This involves developing long-term,
mutually beneficial relationships
with growers, farmers and other
commercial partners to secure
supply; understanding commodity
markets; and hedging costs 
where feasible.

Through our production facilities around the world 
we turn raw materials – corn or cane sugar – into quality
ingredients used by millions of people every day. 
This diagram explains how. 

Sustainable sourcing
 
Ensuring we have a long-term, 
reliable supply of corn and cane 
sugar for our plants is essential. 
This involves developing long-term, 
mutually beneficial relationships 
with growers, farmers and other 
commercial partners to secure 
supply; understanding commodity 
markets; and hedging costs 
where feasible.

Creating volume

To create the hundreds of quality 
ingredients our customers want, we 
begin by processing large volumes 
of raw materials from which we 
create basic products that are either 
sold on or used as the starting point 
for developing speciality ingredients 
and branded goods. Creating this 
volume and operating large-scale, 
efficient plants, allows us to keep 
unit costs low across the business.

Through our production facilities around the world 
we turn raw materials – corn or cane sugar – into quality 
ingredients used by millions of people every day. 

What we do
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Generating optimal returns from 
large-scale commodity manufacturing 
requires firm cost and risk control. 
This involves careful management of 
any commodity exposure; negotiating 
the right price for our ingredients; and 
providing our customers with quality 
products, within specification, 
on time, every time.

Adding value

Rapidly changing lifestyles are 
causing consumers to demand 
more from the products they buy – 
be they good food on-the-go or 
natural cosmetics. Our expertise 
in carbohydrate processing and 
blending, specialist R&D knowledge 
and insights into the market help 
us develop ingredients that add 
taste, nutrition and increased 
functionality to our customers’ 
products.

Going to market

We provide customers in four key 
markets with quality services and 
ingredients made from corn or cane 
sugar, which impart functionality that 
is vital for our customers’ products. 
Generating returns and growing our 
business requires carefully managing 
the product mix. This involves 
maintaining a high-volume, low-cost 
commodity base to help produce 
our higher margin, value added 
ingredients and services.

People

Running a diverse business 
like Tate & Lyle, which develops, 
manufactures and sells a wide 
variety of products and services 
to customers in different markets 
across the world, relies on a team 
of highly skilled, motivated people 
from a wide range of disciplines.

External environment 
and risk management

Every business needs to be responsive 
to its competitive and regulatory 
environments. Understanding the 
issues that could have an impact 
on our business is vital for good risk 
management and long-term 
commercial success.

Tate & Lyle Annual Report 2009 15
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What we do

Sustainable sourcing

History
Tate & Lyle was founded in the UK
in 1921 but its roots can be traced
back to a number of companies
established in the middle of the 
19th century focused on sugars 
in Europe, and corn milling in the
USA and Europe. Tate & Lyle has
been purchasing corn from US
farmers and cane sugar from a
variety of countries for over a
century. Making sure we have 
high-quality raw materials at the
right price is the starting point 
for how we do business.

Corn
Our Food & Industrial Ingredients
businesses in the Americas and
Europe are both large-scale
processors of corn. Tate & Lyle
purchases two types of corn: dent
and waxy. Dent corn is the most
common crop and is used to make
high fructose corn syrup, food
starch, alcohol (ethanol) and 
animal feed.

Waxy corn is contracted direct 
from the farmer and has special
functionality that makes it ideal for
creating stabilisers, thickeners and
emulsifiers for the food industry. 
It is also used in adhesives and
gums for the paper industry.

USA
Running our large corn wet 
milling plants in the USA efficiently 
24 hours a day relies on good
management of the corn supply
chain. Our Food & Industrial
Ingredients, Americas division
owns a network of elevators (silos)
to purchase corn directly from
farmer producers. Farmer-owned
co-operatives and family-owned
grain companies supply millions 
of bushels of corn each year for 
our plants to grind. Corn purchase
contracts may be negotiated with
corn suppliers for delivery the same 
day, or in some cases price and
terms may be for delivery up to 
18 months forward. 

During the year we added corn
storage and unloading capacity at
our processing plants and country
elevator network to service our
suppliers better.

Europe
Our European division, Food &
Industrial Ingredients, Europe, 
has two wholly owned plants, with
another five in Central and Eastern
Europe as part of our joint venture,
Eaststarch. Due to the sweetener
quota system in Europe and 
other factors such as transport
infrastructure, our plants primarily
serve local markets and are
therefore significantly smaller 
than our US plants, processing 
in total just over two million tonnes
of corn per year. We purchase 
dent corn locally where possible,
and commission waxy corn 
direct from European farmers 
for speciality food starch 
production at our plant in 
the Netherlands.

Ensuring we have a long-term, reliable supply of corn and cane sugar 
for our plants is essential. This involves developing long-term, mutually
beneficial relationships with growers, farmers and other commercial partners
to secure supply; understanding commodity markets; and hedging costs
where feasible.

01/02. From farm to factory 
Providing an efficient, high-quality
service at our elevators helps us build
strong, long-term relationships with our
corn suppliers. In the USA, at harvest
time, due to the high volumes, corn is
delivered initially to the elevators then
sent on to our plants by rail car, truck
or river barge; during the rest of the
year corn may also be delivered 
direct to the plants.

02.01.
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Cane sugar
Our Sugars division uses cane
sugar as the raw material for its
business. Cane sugar is a tropical
crop grown in areas of high
sunshine and rainfall. It accounts 
for around 80% of world sugar
production.

Tate & Lyle’s Sugars division
produces about 1.3 million tonnes
of cane sugar each year from its
two refineries in Europe, and
processes up to a million tonnes 
of sugar cane at its factory in
Vietnam. While our Vietnamese
operation sources from local
growers, our European business
secures supply from African,
Caribbean and Pacific countries 
and least-developed countries
under the EU Sugar Regime. These
suppliers have preferential access 
to the European sugar market under
various agreements with the EU. 

Reform of the EU Sugar Regime and
resulting price cuts are affecting the
whole of the supply chain, including
raw sugar suppliers. This means
that maintaining strong working
relationships with our suppliers is
increasingly important to improve
the profitability of the industry for all
stakeholders and to ensure we can
continue to source the cane sugar
we need for our refineries. 

To meet our future raw sugar 
supply needs, we have entered into
long-term agreements with both
traditional and new suppliers. For
example, in May 2008 we signed a
long-term agreement with Fiji for the
supply of up to 300,000 tonnes of
raw sugar each year. In addition, in
the summer of 2009, our European
refineries will start to receive the
first shipments of sugar from one 
of our new suppliers in the Lao
People’s Democratic Republic.

Good relationships are based on
open dialogue and ensuring that 
our refineries remain attractive
destinations for suppliers. This
means investing in our plants 
both to expand our business 
and to increase efficiency. Over 
the last two years we have made
significant investments in our two
European sugar refineries, including
a new biomass boiler and two new 
cranes for unloading sugar at our 
London refinery, and new facilities 
at our Lisbon refinery to enable
increased throughput.

Ensuring a fair price 
through Fairtrade
In February 2008, we announced
our decision to convert all UK retail
cane sugar to Fairtrade by the end
of 2009. At that time this was the
largest ever switch to the ethical
labelling scheme by any major 
UK food or drink brand. The first
product licensed to carry the
Fairtrade mark was Tate & Lyle
Granulated White Cane Sugar. 
As at 31 March 2009, Tate & Lyle
Caster Sugar, Tate & Lyle Preserving
Sugar, Tate & Lyle Icing Sugar and
Tate & Lyle Royal Traditional Icing
Sugar also now carry the Fairtrade
mark, with the rest of the 
range to follow.

Tate & Lyle’s first accredited Fairtrade
grower–partner is Belize, from whom
we have purchased sugar for over
35 years. In the first year since 
Tate & Lyle moved to Fairtrade,
sugar cane farmers in Belize have
received nearly US$4 million in
Fairtrade premiums from Tate & Lyle
which has been used to improve
their livelihoods and develop more
sustainable communities. So every
time a customer buys a pack of 
Tate & Lyle Fairtrade cane sugar,
these farmers benefit from our
commitment.
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03/04. Helping create 
sustainable communities
Over the past year, farmers in Belize
have used the Fairtrade premium paid
to them by Tate & Lyle in many different
ways. They have invested in fertiliser
and pesticides to improve crops
damaged after Hurricane Dean, and
have started to improve roads, which
are essential for the harvesting and
delivery of the sugar cane. Money has
also been spent on providing education
grants for children and on school meals
for primary school children.

03. 04.
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What we do

Creating volume

We operate more than 45 production
facilities mainly in the Americas,
Europe and South East Asia. 
Tate & Lyle is the largest cane sugar
refiner in Europe, and in the USA,
our corn wet milling plants process
some 2% of the annual corn crop.

Manufacturing efficiency
Operating our plants safely and
efficiently at high volumes requires
reliable and up-to-date manufacturing
processes. All our divisions have
highly qualified teams of engineers
who make sure our plants function
effectively, efficiently and safely. 
The engineers are actively involved
in the manufacturing line and use a
number of computer-based process
tools to track and model data 
to help identify opportunities for
efficiency improvements such as
increasing yields, minimising 
waste and saving energy.

Our US corn wet milling and
sucralose businesses both have
pilot plants run by dedicated teams

which are used to identify ways to
make our manufacturing processes
more efficient. Process improvements
identified at our sucralose pilot plant
over the last 12 months have
enabled us to achieve a breakthrough
in manufacturing yields.

Developing new technologies
Our research and technology teams
are dedicated to developing the
latest engineering technologies,
both for our existing plants and 
for new builds. Tate & Lyle has
developed patented, proprietary
technology, known as CORNBELT®,
which has been installed at our
Loudon, Tennessee, plant. This is
designed to help increase starch
yields while at the same time
reducing per unit energy
consumption. Its energy
conservation technology is also
being used at our cane sugar
refinery in London. The refinery’s
new £20 million biomass boiler 
was mechanically complete in
March 2009 and is now being

commissioned. Once it is fully
operational, the biomass boiler 
will reduce the refinery’s carbon
footprint by more than 20%, and
replace 70% of its fossil fuel use
with a renewable energy source.

Our Sugars business also has a
specialist team, Tate & Lyle Process
Technology, which provides support
services, process engineering and
design expertise to the sugar 
cane industry worldwide. 

Protecting our expertise
To support our businesses and
protect our competitive advantage,
we maintain a significant number 
of patents. Much of the product
innovation and development 
work we do results in patentable 
or proprietary new technology. 
We monitor market developments
closely to identify any potential
violations of our patents and
intellectual property and take
appropriate legal action where 
we consider it necessary.

To create the hundreds of quality ingredients our customers want, we begin 
by processing large volumes of raw materials from which we create basic
products that are either sold on or used as the starting point for developing
speciality ingredients and branded goods. Creating this volume and 
operating large-scale, efficient plants, allows us to keep unit costs low 
across the business.

01/02. Well-positioned plants 
Our four large corn wet mills in the USA
(with a fifth in Fort Dodge, Iowa, under
construction) and our corn wet mills 
in and around Europe are strategically
located either in prime corn growing
areas or near key markets to help 
us serve our customers. 

Corn wet mills

01. 02.

European
cornbelt

US cornbelt
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Using every part of 
the raw material
In our production processes,
nothing is wasted. In sugar refining,
molasses (a by-product of the
refining process) is sold as animal
feed or used as a raw material for
fermentation-based ingredients like
citric acid and alcohol. Likewise, in
corn processing, every part of the
kernel is valuable, and selling on
those parts we do not use ourselves
helps manage the net cost of corn.

Negotiating prices 
and volumes
Selling corn-based commodity
products in both the USA and
Europe is usually done through
annual pricing rounds. These involve
a series of face-to-face meetings
with customers, held over a 
number of months, where prices 
for products like high fructose 
corn syrup, or charges for toll
production, are negotiated for the
next 12 months or in some cases
on a multi-year basis. 

The majority of our commodity
ingredients, both food and industrial,
are sold through this mechanism,
with only a small amount sold on 
a spot (or ad hoc) basis. 

The pricing rounds are highly
commercial and it is the
responsibility of our sales teams 
to ensure that we get the best price
for our products, while remaining
competitive against other ingredient
suppliers who may sell the same
ingredient or substitute products. 

In the USA, as soon as a customer
order is agreed, if we do not hold
actual corn in storage, we manage
the risk of changing corn prices by
hedging corn costs on the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange. In Europe, 
a smaller market for us than the
USA, there is no liquid corn futures
market, which means we cannot
hedge the full corn price risk as we
can in the USA. It is not possible to
use hedging procedures to lock in
the majority of by-product revenues

in either Europe or the USA. 
Our European sugars business is
also different because the cost of
purchasing cane sugar and the final
selling price of the finished product
are largely determined by the EU
Sugar Regime.

Ensuring quality
Because our ingredients enter the
food chain in consumer products,
stringent quality standards are
enforced at every site. Quality
assurance also reduces waste and
costs, and fosters good customer
relations. Every Tate & Lyle
manufacturing facility has to comply
with Group minimum standards
which include third-party validation
of food safety and quality systems.

Logistics
Our logistics teams are responsible
for warehousing, freight costs and
customer service. Our largest
logistics hub is based in Lafayette,
Indiana, which is broadly central 
to all our US plants. 

Preserving value

Generating optimal returns from large-scale commodity manufacturing
requires firm cost and risk control. This involves careful management of 
any commodity exposure; negotiating the right price for our ingredients; 
and providing our customers with quality products, within specification, 
on time, every time.

Raw material hedging 
In the USA, we use hedging
procedures to protect against price
changes in purchased corn. This
generally involves entering into a
futures contract at the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange (CME) whenever
we take an order from a customer,
which means we can buy corn at a
specific price at a set date in the
future, allowing us to budget without
considering fluctuating corn prices.
CME contracts offer the opportunity 
to establish raw material values as
quoted today for periods up to 
two years in advance. 

03. Nothing is wasted
We use every part of the corn kernel.
Corn is broken down into 57% corn
starch (used to make food and
industrial ingredients); 22% corn gluten
feed (made from the hull and fibre and
used in cattle feed); 4% corn gluten
meal (extracted from the endosperm
and used in aquaculture feed and pet
food); 3% corn oil (made from the germ
and used by the food industry); and the
remaining 14% is water.

Starch

Starch 
and 
gluten
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What we do

Adding value

Our high-volume commodity 
base allows us to run our plants
efficiently and produce a low-cost
substrate we can then use to make
speciality, higher-margin products
for both food and industrial
customers. These products, some
of which are branded, add value
through the fact that they are either
proprietary to Tate & Lyle, have
greater functionality than alternatives,
or come with an additional service
for the customer.

Consumer insights
At the heart of our customer
approach is the use of market
research to understand the
consumer (our customers’
customer), the markets we operate
in and our customers’ needs. In
2005 we were one of the first food
ingredients companies to go direct
to the consumer to understand for
ourselves what drives purchasing
habits, and what consumers might
look for in future products. 

We use this insight to drive our own
product development, to differentiate
ourselves from our competitors and,
importantly, to give our customers
an advantage by working with
Tate & Lyle.

Each year we run a programme 
of studies to canvass the views of
consumers in Europe, the Americas
and Asia. We typically use basic
attitudinal research (such as focus
groups) as a starting point, then
complete the programme with
detailed quantitative studies. In 
one of our more recent surveys, 
we canvassed more than 10,000
consumers in Europe, the USA,
Mexico and Brazil on their attitudes
to dietary fibre. This research
demonstrated a growing
understanding of the benefits of
fibre in a healthy diet, which we are
addressing with our PROMITOR™
range of dietary fibres.

Our Research and Development
(R&D), marketing and regulatory
teams work together to provide
insights from consumer research,
support on labelling requirements,
and assistance on meeting 
product claims.

Research and development
We have over 280 people in our 
R&D team worldwide working to
develop innovative ingredients from
renewable resources. Our R&D
function is headquartered in our
largest US facility, Decatur, Illinois. 
In September 2008 we opened 
our new Innovation Centre in Lille,
France, and we also have application
laboratories in countries such as
China, India and Australia which are
combined with our sales offices.

Our in-house research and
development capability is organised
into three primary groups: product
development, technology, and
customer solutions. 

Rapidly changing lifestyles are causing consumers to demand more from the
products they buy – be they good food on-the-go or natural cosmetics. Our
expertise in carbohydrate processing and blending, specialist R&D knowledge
and insights into the market help us develop ingredients that add taste,
nutrition and increased functionality to our customers’ products.

01. Market drivers 
The key driver of long-term growth 
for our business is value added food
ingredients. In this market we operate
primarily within three categories:
sweeteners, texturants, and wellness
ingredients. In 2008, the addressable
global market in these categories was
estimated to be worth £6.4 billion, and
is forecast to grow at a compound
average annual rate of 4.3% to 
£7.2 billion in 2011. The food sector
has proven to be relatively resilient 
to global recessionary pressures and
therefore growth is currently expected
to continue broadly in line with 
this forecast.

02.
01. Global value added food ingredients
market Addressable market size £bn

    Texturants            Sweeteners            Wellness
  

Sources: Leatherhead Food Ingredients Report 
2007, SRI Flavours Report 2007, SRI Nutraceuticals 
Report 2007, Company estimates
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Product development is divided 
into sweeteners, wellness,
texturants, bio-products, industrial
and animal feed. This group focuses
on developing new products and
improving existing products. 
The technology group covers
process engineering, analytical 
and carbohydrate chemistry, and
biochemicals. Its role is to 
determine how to create, analyse
and manufacture ingredients. The
customer solutions group includes
applications and technical service
teams. The applications teams
develop prototypes and provide
sensory analysis for customers using
our ingredients, while the technical
services teams work directly with
our customers to incorporate our
ingredients into their products.

Research partnerships
To give us fresh ideas and insights
into the market, we develop
partnerships with the external
research community.

In October 2008, with the support 
of a £4.5 million contribution over five
years from Tate & Lyle, a new Clinical
Research Facility was opened by
King’s College London at St Thomas’
Hospital to undertake research into
areas such as gastrointestinal health,
carbohydrate metabolism, and
medical conditions such as obesity, 

diabetes and cardiovascular disorders. 
Our partnership with King’s College
London will allow us to share
knowledge and ultimately bring new
products and technologies to market. 

We also have a Research Advisory
Group comprising a panel of six
international industry and academic
experts, chaired by one of our non-
executive directors, Dr Barry Zoumas,
which reviews our research and
development portfolio and provides
insight into how leading-edge
technologies could apply to 
future developments.

Our venture capital fund, Tate & Lyle
Ventures, which was launched in
2006, invests in early stage high-
growth companies that specialise 
in renewable ingredients, food
technologies, renewable resources
and industrial processing
technologies. Since 2006 the 
fund has made five investments, 
the most recent in May 2008 in
Fugeia, a Belgian company focusing
on gut health technology. 

Commercial partnerships
One way of growing our business 
is to form joint ventures or
partnerships to develop and
distribute new products, and to
enhance the capabilities of our
existing portfolio of ingredients. 

Using alliances and joint ventures
can be an efficient way to lower 
our cost of investing in new areas
and markets, and to help secure
access to new and complementary
technology and expertise. Examples
include our partnerships with McNeil
Nutritionals (a Johnson & Johnson
company) on SPLENDA® Sucralose,
and with DuPont on Bio-PDO™.

Food Systems businesses
In certain geographies where there 
is growth potential in the food
ingredients market, we have taken
the opportunity to invest in food
systems, or blending and speciality
ingredients businesses. These
businesses open up new avenues
for selling ingredients through their
relationships with small- to medium-
sized customers and their expertise
in specific areas such as the dairy
industry, gums and custom
formulations. Primarily based in
North America, Germany, Italy and
South Africa, these businesses
source ingredients and use them 
to develop solutions for customers.
Their specialist knowledge
supplements our existing in-house
R&D capability. These businesses
also often act as an R&D team for
small- to medium-sized customers
and, by building close working
relationships, become trusted
development partners.

02. Bringing innovation to our customers
Our new Innovation Centre in Lille,
France, focuses on developing
ingredients for four distinct fields: weight
management; digestive health and
immunity; vitality; and healthy ageing.
This centre is not only used by our own
scientists, but is also made available 
to our customers who, with the help 
of our technical service teams, can 
use our state-of-the art facilities to
develop and refine new food and
beverage products.

03. Investment in R&D 
Most of our spend is on internal
capabilities – fundamental research,
product development and process
improvement. The remainder is spent
on developing relationships with the
external research community, through
our venture fund and alliances with 
key academic institutions. Our target 
is to spend 4% to 5% of value added
turnover on R&D. In the year ended
31 March 2009, we spent
£28 million on R&D.

03. Target R&D spend 

Application product 
development
55%

Process 
improvement

14%

Leadership
building research

14%

External alliances
15%

Tate & Lyle
Ventures

2%
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What we do

Going to market

Food and beverage
The global food and beverage
ingredient market is currently worth
about US$30 billion and historically
has grown at a rate of around 
3% each year. We count the vast
majority of the world’s top 100 food
and beverage companies as our
customers. Food and beverage 
is Tate & Lyle’s largest market,
comprising over 70% of the Group’s
total sales. Key drivers in this
market are the need for convenience
and an interest in healthy eating, 
as people live longer, busier lives.
The development of emerging
economies, like Brazil, India and
China, has also fuelled growth 
in demand for food ingredients 
in recent years.

Industrial
The global market for industrial
ingredients has come under severe
pressure as a result of the continuing
global recession. However, over the
longer term, industrial ingredients
remain a potential area of growth 
for Tate & Lyle as the trend towards
greener living and the replacement
of petrochemicals stimulates
demand for ingredients made from
renewable sources. Traditional
industrial markets for Tate & Lyle
have included paper and board
(starches), fuels (ethanol) and
household goods (acidulants). 
New markets for us include oil-well
drilling (biogums), textiles and
plastics (Bio-PDO™). 

Animal feed
We serve this market with molasses
produced in Europe and corn gluten
meal and corn gluten feed produced
in both Europe and the USA. 
These are by-products of our key
production processes and are sold
as nourishing feed ingredients for
livestock, fish and pet foods. This is
important because selling on these
products helps us manage the net
cost of our raw materials. 

Pharmaceutical and 
personal care
A nascent market for Tate & Lyle,
pharmaceutical and personal care 
is one we expect will grow in the
future although remaining relatively
small. At the moment, we sell two
value added ingredients into this
market: Zemea™ (cosmetics and
creams) through our joint venture
DuPont Tate & Lyle BioProducts,
and SPLENDA® Sucralose 
(to sweeten medicines without 
adding calories).

We provide customers in four key markets with quality services and ingredients
made from corn or cane sugar, which impart functionality that is vital for our
customers’ products. Generating returns and growing our business requires
carefully managing the product mix. This involves maintaining a high-volume,
low-cost commodity base to help produce our higher-margin, value added
ingredients and services.

01. Our ingredients are everywhere 
Going shopping? You are likely to buy
products made with our ingredients.
Filling up the car? Bio-ethanol. 
Cakes and drinks? Sweetened with
high fructose corn syrup, sugar or
SPLENDA® Sucralose. Detergents to
get clothes really clean? Citric acid.
Your favourite monthly magazine?
Strong and glossy thanks to our paper
starch. Our ingredients are everywhere.

01.
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Andrew Jones, Sales & Marketing Director, Sugars
‘Both we and our customers want to get through these
difficult economic times with success, so it makes 
sense to help each other. We’re working with our 
customers to find ways of dealing with operational 
and business issues for our mutual benefit.’ 

Rheem Lock, Senior Product Manager, Sucralose
‘Our history of excellent product quality, with purity levels
consistently above 99%, makes us the safest option for
customers, who also value the complete traceability 
of our SPLENDA® Sucralose and our reliability in 
shipping on time, every time.’

Nicholas Fosteras, Vice President 
Sales, Global Enterprise Accounts, 
Food & Industrial Ingredients, Americas

‘Partnership with customers has never been more 
important. Our relationships are for the long term, 
so we’re looking together at the whole supply chain 
to work out how we can manage risk together 
and save costs.’

Caroline Sanders, Marketing Director
Food & Industrial Ingredients, Europe

‘Challenging economic circumstances offer us new
ways to help customers. Our Optimize™ formulation
service, by which we modify customers’ recipes to reduce
costs without compromising the taste of the product,
is particularly interesting for food and beverage
customers right now.’

Tate & Lyle Annual Report 2009 23
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What we do

Going to market 
continued

■ Health and wellness
- digestive health and immunity
- weight management
- children’s health/development
- heart health

■ Cost consciousness
- volatile raw material prices
- rise of private label (own-label)
- cost-effective ways of delivering 

nutritional benefits

■ Manufacturers 
(branded and contract)
- beverage
- dairy
- bakery
- snack food/convenience
- confectionery

■ PROMITOR™ dietary fibres 
■ KRYSTAR® crystalline fructose 
■ STA-Lite® polydextrose 
■ SPLENDA® Sucralose 
■ Value added starches, e.g. 

STA-Slim™, TENDERJEL®, Merigel,
ResistamyI and FREEZIST®

■ Food stabilising systems, 
e.g. Hamulsion® and Frimulsion®

■ High fructose corn syrup 
■ Corn syrup/glucose

■ Convenience
■ Indulgence
■ Clean label/

natural/organics

■ Increasing pressure for high
quality from suppliers

■ Supply chain ethics

■ Retailers
■ Food service operators

Retail brands:
■ Lyle’s Golden Syrup
■ Branded retail sugars

- Tate & Lyle (UK)
- Sidul/Sores (Portugal)

■ Citric acid 
■ Pearl starches

■ Sustainability/ethical sourcing 
■ Portion/calorie control
■ Home baking (sugars)

■ Dealing with a changing
regulatory environment

■ Traceability

Services:
■ CREATE® – innovations in shape,

structure, taste and texture
■ OPTIMIZE® – maximising

efficiency and value
■ REBALANCE® – reformulating 

to lower-fat, lower-sugar and
lower-calorie positions

■ ENRICH® – enhancing 
nutritional benefits of foods 
and beverages

■ Corn oil 
■ Industrial sugars 

Food and beverage
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■ Increased awareness of green
issues/environmental footprint

■ Replacement of plastics/
petrochemicals 

■ Increased awareness of
petrochemical vs. renewable options

■ Cost consciousness (volatile raw
material prices)

■ Manufacturers
- paper - adhesives 
- detergent - de-icing
- packaging/ - textiles

plastics - building
products

■ Oil-well drilling ■ Fuel suppliers

■ ETHYLEX® paper starch 
■ STA-LOK® cationic starches
■ STADEX® dextrin 
■ STARPOL® water soluble polymers
■ StaZan X™ industrial xanthan gums
■ Susterra™ industrial grade Bio-PDO™

■ Pearl starches 
■ Ethanol 
■ Citric acid 

■ High nutrient digestibility/
nutrient efficiency

■ Animal health

■ Volatile cereal costs (global)
impacting feed costs

■ Producers
- dairy - poultry
- beef - aquaculture
- pig - pet

■ Molasses
■ Corn gluten feed
■ Corn gluten meal

■ Replacement of petrochemicals/ 
preference for ‘natural’ products 

■ Pricing awareness but willingness 
to pay for functionality

■ Natural product claims 
(personal care)

■ Manufacturers
- cosmetics and personal care 

(hand creams, deodorants)
- over-the-counter (OTC)

pharmaceuticals

■ Zemea™ personal care grade 
Bio-PDO™

■ SPLENDA® Sucralose 

■ Corn syrup/glucose
■ Sugar

Industrial Animal feed Personal care and
pharmaceuticals O
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What we do

People

Our workforce encompasses a
broad range of skills and experience
in areas such as food science, sales
and marketing, engineering and
support services. 

At 31 March 2009, Tate & Lyle
employed 5,718 people across the
Group. The chart below shows the
split of employees between our 
four business divisions.

Developing careers
Our employees are vital to the
success of our business. It is a key
objective for the Group to attract
and retain top-quality recruits, and
to ensure that our employees develop
and grow in their roles and meet
new challenges as their careers
progress. To help achieve these
objectives, we have developed and
are implementing ‘The Tate & Lyle
People Strategy’ which consists 
of four main components:

� Behaviours for Success – 
these encourage our people to
display strong leadership at all
levels of seniority by exhibiting
identified key characteristics and
behaviours we need for success,
such as a focus on excellent
customer service.

� Talent Management – 
a system which addresses 
key business issues such as
succession planning and filling

development gaps to ensure 
we have the right skills to grow
the Group at all levels.

� Leadership Curriculum – 
this provides opportunities for
managers across the Group 
to improve their skills and 
expand their knowledge through 
a number of tailored programmes,
seminars and courses.

� Graduate Development – 
a Group-wide graduate recruitment
and development programme 
to attract and develop top talent
and prepare them for key roles
across the Group.

Remuneration
We review our remuneration policies
regularly in light of market trends,
the needs of the business and the
prevailing economic environment.
Our policies are designed to attract,
retain and reward employees with
the ability and experience to
execute the Group’s strategy.

Running a diverse business like Tate & Lyle, which develops, manufactures 
and sells a wide variety of products and services to customers in different
markets across the world, relies on a team of highly skilled, motivated 
people from a wide range of disciplines.

Michelle Kozora, Food Scientist,
Technical Services. Decatur. USA. 
Year started: 2003

Serah Adegbenro, Process Engineer,
Thames Refinery, UK
Year started: 2005

Weston Adcock, Accountant,
Decatur, USA
Year started: 2007

Developing careers

Food & Industrial
Ingredients, Americas
46%

Food & Industrial
Ingredients, Europe
24%

Sucralose
5%

Sugars
25%

Divisional employees
At 31 March 2009
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External environment

Competition
The starch industry, within which 
our food and industrial ingredients
businesses compete, is concentrated
around a small number of large
participants who operate in many
different application areas, including 
food, beverage, paper and
pharmaceuticals. The USA accounts
for over half of global starch
production. Our main competitors 
in the USA for corn wet milling and
starch-based products are Archer
Daniels Midland Company (ADM),
Corn Products International and
Cargill. National Starch (part of Akzo 
Nobel N.V.) is another competitor,
particularly in relation to some
higher-value modified food and
industrial starches, as is Penford
Corporation in the North American
paper starch industry. In Europe 
our main competitors in the starch
industry are Cargill, Syral (part of
Tereos) and Roquette Frères.

Competition for our European sugar
business comes mainly from British
Sugar (a subsidiary of Associated
British Foods plc), Südzucker,
Nordzucker and Tereos. The main
competitors for our food ingredients
businesses are Cargill, Danisco,
Kerry and National Starch.

Governmental regulation
Some of the markets in which 
Tate & Lyle operates are subject to
significant influence from legislation
or regulation. In Europe, the main
regulations and legislation relevant
to Tate & Lyle are the EU Sugar
Regime, which affects our Sugars
and Food & Industrial Ingredients,
Europe businesses. More information
on the impact of the reform of the
EU Sugar Regime is given on 
pages 46 and 47. In the USA, the
main regulation is the Renewable
Fuel Standard programme, which
requires that gasoline sold contains
a minimum volume of fuel from
renewable sources, and affects our
Food & Industrial Ingredients,
Americas business. 

Risk management
Tate & Lyle could be affected 
by a number of risks, which may 
have a material adverse effect 
on our reputation, operations 
and financial performance. 

The Group’s enterprise-wide risk
management and reporting process
helps Group management to
identify, assess and mitigate risk.
The process involves the
identification and prioritisation of
key risks, together with associated
controls and plans for mitigation,
through an ongoing programme of
workshops, facilitated by the risk
management function. 

The risks identified cascade up
through functional and divisional
levels to the Group Executive
Committee. This culminates in 
the identification of the Group’s key
business, financial, operational and
compliance risks with associated
action plans and controls to mitigate
them where possible (and to the
extent deemed appropriate after
assessing the costs and benefits).
Further details of the risk
management process are on 
page 68 and the key risks and
uncertainties identified as part of
this process, together with some 
of the mitigating actions that we are
taking, are listed on pages 28 to 30.
The Group is exposed to a number
of other risks, some of which may
have a material impact on its
results. It is not possible to identify
or anticipate every risk that may
affect the Group, some of which
may not be known or may not have
been assessed. Our overall success
as a global business depends, in
part, upon our ability to succeed 
in different economic, social and
political environments and to
manage and to mitigate 
these risks.

External environment and 
risk management 

Every business needs to be responsive to its competitive and regulatory
environment. Understanding the issues that could have an impact on 
our business is vital for good risk management and long-term 
commercial success.
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What we do

External environment and 
risk management continued

Key risks

Failure to act safely and to
maintain the continued safe
operation of our facilities could
have a detrimental impact on 
Tate & Lyle’s operations

The safety of our employees,
contractors, suppliers, the
communities in which we operate
and the consumers of our products,
is of paramount importance to 
Tate & Lyle. Around the world the
Group is subject to laws, regulations,
rules and ordinances relating to
health, safety and the environment,
including pollution. The Group’s
revenues depend on the continued
operation of our various manufacturing
facilities, and the consistent
production of finished products that
meet our customers’ specifications.
The operation of our plants involves
many risks, including the failure 
or sub-standard performance of
equipment, the improper installation
or operation of equipment and
natural disasters.

Mitigating actions
– We have health and safety

policies and procedures in place
at all our facilities and employ
dedicated staff at all locations 
to ensure that these policies 
are understood, measured and
embedded. The Board reviews
the Group’s safety performance
and policies annually.

– Our commitment to environmental
performance runs throughout the
Group and the Board reviews our
environmental performance and
policy every year. We maintain
environmental management
systems at our production
facilities and work closely with
local environmental agencies 
to ensure we meet at least the
requisite standards. We also
employ specialist consultants
when required. 

– We ensure that product quality
and safety are monitored at 
each stage of production, and 
we have thorough product safety
policies and procedures in place
to prevent contamination. These
safety policies and procedures 
are carefully followed and
rigorously enforced.

Our success depends upon our
employees and the recruitment
and retention of key personnel

Central to the success of 
Tate & Lyle is the performance,
knowledge and skill-sets of our
employees around the world. 
We recognise the need to attract,
integrate and retain the talent
required to fulfil our ambitions and
we understand the negative impact
on results that could arise from an
inability to retain key knowledge and
adequately plan for succession.

Mitigating actions 
– Tate & Lyle’s remuneration

policies are designed to attract,
retain and reward employees 
with the ability and experience 
to execute the Group’s strategy.

– We have developed the 
‘Tate & Lyle People Strategy’ 
to provide opportunities for our
employees to develop and grow
in their roles and meet new
challenges as their careers
progress (for more details 
see page 26). 

Non-compliance with legislation
can lead to financial and
reputational damage

The Group is aware of the
importance of complying with 
all applicable legislation affecting 
our business activities and of the
potential financial impact and
damage to reputation that can 
result from any breach. 

Mitigating actions
– We have regulatory managers

who monitor changes in
legislation and develop action
plans to deal with such changes.
This team is supplemented by a
worldwide network of external
consultants who provide quarterly
reports on regulatory change 
and how it affects the Group.

– Our legal teams maintain
compliance policies in areas such
as antitrust, money laundering
and anti-corruption laws and
provide ongoing training to
employees as needed.

Fluctuations in prices, offtake 
and availability of raw materials,
energy, freight and other operating
inputs may affect our margins

All of our finished products are
derived from renewable agricultural
raw materials. All of these materials
are subject to fluctuations in price
due to factors such as harvest and
weather conditions, crop disease,
crop yields, alternative crops and
by-product values. Energy usage in
our production facilities represents
one of our main production costs. 
In some cases, due to the basis for
pricing in our sales contracts, or
due to competitive markets, we 
may not be able to pass on to our
customers the full amount of raw
material price increases or higher
energy, freight or other operating
costs, which could also affect
contract offtake, and this could
reduce our profitability.

Mitigating actions
– We aim to build strategic

relationships with our suppliers 
to ensure we have a secure
supply of raw materials.
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– We seek to operate a balanced
portfolio of supply and tolling
contracts with our customers in
order to manage the balance of
raw material prices and product
sales prices and volume risks.

– Multiple source supply
agreements are in place for 
key ingredient supplies.

– Raw material and energy
purchasing policies govern 
our actions in this area and also
provide security of supply.

– We use derivatives, where
available, to hedge our exposure
to movements in the future 
prices of commodities. 

Competitors may achieve
significant competitive advantage
through technological step change
or higher service levels

If our competitors were able to
identify, develop and introduce 
on a commercial basis a major
technological step change, such 
as significantly improving the
efficiency of the production process
and lowering costs (and thereby
commoditising products) or
introducing a new product with
better functionality, we may not 
be able to introduce a comparable
change. Similarly, we must ensure
we at least match or exceed
competitors’ service and quality
performance. If we cannot compete
effectively with such innovation or
service levels, our sales and
profitability could decline.

Mitigating actions
– We have an internal R&D team 

of around 280 people who work
to produce innovations in product
development, applications,
manufacturing technology 
and customer services. 

Failure to identify important
consumer trends and/or counter
negative perceptions of the
Group’s products

We recognise the risks associated
with falling behind the curve where
emerging dietary trends are
concerned, as well as not being fully
prepared to counter unexpected
and unfounded negative publicity 
in relation to our product offering.

Mitigating actions
– Our technical sales and R&D

teams work closely with our
customers and advisors to
identify emerging trends.

– Our investment is directed
towards ensuring our operations
are equipped to satisfy 
product demand.

– Our marketing departments carry
out consumer-facing research
annually to ensure they are aware
of consumers’ needs and
expectations.

– Through our R&D and regulatory
teams, we ensure we are able 
to substantiate relevant claims
relating to products as required
by legislation and the needs 
of our customers.

– Our media relations department
monitors the Group’s press
coverage and has action plans to
deal with any negative publicity.

We may not be able to protect 
our intellectual property

Our commercial success depends,
in part, on obtaining and
maintaining patent protection 
on certain of our products and
technology, and successfully
defending these patents against
third-party challenge or
infringements. Where we choose 
not to prosecute patent protection,
it is important that we protect our
confidential information and
proprietary trade secrets. Others
may independently develop
technologies similar to ours 
or independently duplicate our
technologies. Our patents may
expire or remain in existence 
for only a short period following
commercialisation. This would
reduce or eliminate any advantage
of those patents. We may face
litigation to assert claims of
infringement, enforce our patents,
protect our trade secrets or know-
how, or determine the scope and
validity of our proprietary rights or
the proprietary rights of others. 
We may be unable to enforce our
patents or intellectual property or
otherwise protect our proprietary
rights, which could have a material
adverse effect on our business,
financial condition and results 
of operations.

Mitigating actions
– Our Group legal department

monitors all our patents and 
is supported by expert patent
lawyers, and we will take action
where it is deemed necessary.

– Our R&D teams operate an
organised and secure process 
for the identification and recording
of innovations, new discoveries,
trade secrets and potential
patentable ideas, with appropriate
safeguards to ensure that the
confidentiality of that information
is maintained.
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What we do

External environment and 
risk management continued

Failure to manage capital
expenditure and working capital
during the current period of
uncertainty and global 
economic crisis

The Group recognises the
importance of managing our
finances within strictly controlled
parameters, particularly when
external financial conditions are
uncertain and highly changeable.

Mitigating actions
– Tate & Lyle has capital

expenditure procedures in 
place to control and monitor the
allocation and spend of capital.
Significant projects are approved
and monitored by the Board.

– The Group’s debt and working
capital levels are constantly
monitored and reported 
monthly to the Board.

Failure to maintain an effective
system of internal financial
controls could lead to financial
irregularities and loss

Without effective internal financial
controls, Tate & Lyle could be
exposed to financial irregularities
and losses from acts which could
have a significant impact on the
ability of the business to operate.
These range from safeguarding 
the assets of the business to the
accuracy and reliability of our
records and financial reporting.

Mitigating actions
– The Group has authorisation

policies in place and ensures 
that key tasks are segregated 
to safeguard assets.

– The Group has detailed internal
Finance and Capital Expenditure
Manuals which set out the
procedures to be followed.

– The Board monitors the financial
performance of the Group via
monthly reports and a regular
forecasting process. 

– The Chief Executive and Group
Finance Director undertake
detailed quarterly business and 
financial reviews.

As a public company Tate & Lyle
must enunciate a clear strategic
vision as well as provide accurate
and timely information to the
market to deliver long-term
shareholder value

The share price on the stock market
is based on the expectations of a
wide variety of market participants
such as analysts, brokers,
investment funds and other
investors. Media stories or rumours
can influence these expectations.
Failure to maintain a clear vision 
of the business strategy, failure 
to provide accurate and timely
information, failure to meet Group
targets, or failure to respond in an
appropriate way could lead to
uncertainty and volatility in the 
share price and the erosion 
of shareholder value.

Mitigating actions
– Procedures are in place to

monitor the Group’s financial
performance and communicate
with the market via regular 
trading updates.

– The investor relations department,
supported by external advisors,
ensures that all communications
are timely, clear and consistent
and that they comply with
regulatory and legislative
requirements.

Exchange rate fluctuations 
could create earnings and balance
sheet volatility

The Group operates in many
different countries and is subject 
to currency fluctuations arising 
on transactional foreign currency
exposures and the translation of
overseas subsidiaries’ results. For
example, a weakening of the US
dollar and the euro against sterling
would have a negative impact on
the net assets and shareholders’
funds reported in sterling.

Mitigating actions
– The Group internal Finance

Manual sets out the procedures
to be followed.

– We borrow in different foreign
currencies, principally US dollars,
so as to provide a partial match
for the Group’s major foreign
currency assets.

– We have adjusted the banking
covenants for the US$1 billion
Revolving Credit Facility to
eliminate the distortion of foreign
exchange volatility.
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